The Wake Zone (FlowRider) Rules


This is a very strenuous ride. The moving water is extremely turbulent.



Bodyboarding or Flowboarding on this sheet wave is a body-active, participatory sport. As with all
sports, care must be taken to avoid a mishap.



Riders must be in good physical condition and free from any physical limitations to participate.
Pregnant women and persons with or having a history of heart, back, neck, shoulder or joint problems
should not ride.



Riders must be Forty-eight inches (48”) tall to stand-up ride and Forty-two inches (42”) tall to
bodyboard.



Jewelry, hats, foot wear, eye glasses, or loose articles of any type are not recommended on the ride as
they may injure the participant.



Bathing suit tops, bottoms and loose clothing may be pulled off by the flowing water. Cover-ups are
suggested.



Avoid jumping into or entering the ride at high speed; avoid weight on front foot -- YOU WILL WIPE
OUT!



Steer your board into the center of the flowing water. You can control your board by gently shifting
your weight. Try to keep your board pointed in the direction of the oncoming flow of water. Edge
control is the key. Keep weight on your back foot!



If you wipe out, do not hold your board. Release board immediately, cover your head, and keep limbs
close to body and try to brace for impact with feet first.



Single riding only is permitted. No tandem riders or multi-person riding is allowed.



To reduce the risk of a tear, trimmed nail digits are recommended.



Rider should be barefoot as water shoes may get caught on the ride and injure the participant.



Obey attendant at all times.
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CAUTION! The ride surface of this ride is very slippery. DO NOT attempt to walk on the ride surface. You may
only stand to walk and exit after coming to a complete stop on the dark blue drain grating.
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